Visualizations and Alerts

**Alerts**

Create Monitors and Scheduled Searches to notify users of changing conditions.

- Monitors
- Scheduled Searches

**Dashboard (New)**

The Dashboard (New) platform allows you to analyze metric and log data on the same dashboard, in a streamlined user experience.

- About Dashboard (New)
- Create a Dashboard (New)
- Dashboard (New) FAQs
- Drill down to discover root causes
- Filter with template variables
- Link a dashboard to Explore
- Link Dashboard (New)
- Panels
- Set customized time ranges
- Share a Dashboard (New)

**Dashboards**

Dashboards are a powerful forensic tool to create searches and view search results based on data available through a search.

- Get Started with Dashboards and Panels
- Chart Panel Types
- Edit Dashboards and Panels
- Use Time Ranges and Filters
- Troubleshoot Dashboards
• Share Dashboards

• Explore
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Explore gives you an easy way to view and navigate the hierarchy of your environment.

- Link to entities in Explore
- Troubleshoot with Explore